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Website is a Project of Holistic Education Free for All
The site of the brazilian Euro Oscar is holistic and ethical, with
educational proposal. Ten thousand pages, mostly in Portuguese.
There are also free hobbies, educational, interactive, bilingual in
English and from English into German, Spanish, French, Portuguese.
English is indispensable nowadays, and the author of the site claims that
many would like to improve in that language, but have no time to spare,
or can not afford the tuition of a course. Euro offers more than seventy
instructional videos subtitled in English, with the famous Mr. Duncan.
Crossword and Word-games award-winning Brazilian champion at 18 Euro
one day assumed the greatest enigmas and riddles were real life, as a
cure for cancer if there is life after death, mysteries and secrets of health.
He studied hard and says he understood well the causes of diseases.
From 1996 to 2001 their handouts distributed in thousands of buses in
São Paulo, with lectures. In both want to help others forgot himself and
found himself almost in the street. To survive sold poetry. He wrote his
book, "Nutrition and Health for the 21st Century", with 472 pages of new
paradigms that "revolutionize many traditional teachings", comments.
In early 2003 he began his educational and ethical website of varieties.
Since 2003 is a leading Google as: New Brazilian Author; Original
Crossword; Crosswords Master, p.ex. Will Shortz, the editor of pastimes of
The New York Times, put two links to the Euro’s Word-Searches and
Changeable-Words, in his famous www.crosswordtournament.com site.
The site www.eurooscar.com covers music and ethnic dances, holistic
health, vegetarian recipes, poems, short histories, lessons of wisdom,
great mysteries, photos of animals and nature, paintings, environment,
citizenship, human rights... "Everything free for all". He would appreciate
having sponsorship to develop the site for the benefit of all. Unemployed
since April 2014, Euro keeps up by free-lance works. He Claims to be an
"expert manager in social networks" and is looking for some work in any
area, promising "dedication and professionalism".
Supports are very welcome: Banco Itau - Agency: 0393 C / C: 61704-8 Sao Paulo, Brazil, In favor of Euro Oscar C. Nogueira.
Or by PayPal or by brazilian PagSeguro. ( Links in www.eurooscar.com )
Sao Paulo, January 02, 2015.
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